
 

New Customer Info Form 

Name Of Business _________________________  Phone # _________________ 

Email ___________________________________  Fax # ____________________ 

Postal Address ______________________________________________________ 

Delivery Address ____________________________________________________ 

 

Days open and closed & hours _________________________________________    

Delivery window on each day if different ________________________________ 

Delivery instructions ________________________________________________ 

 

Contact Person ____________________________  Position _________________ 

Email____________________________________  Phone # _________________ 

 

Contact Person ____________________________  Position _________________ 

Email____________________________________  Phone # _________________ 

 

Payment Preference: COD, net7 paid by CHECK  or  CREDIT CARD ON FILE 

 

Paper invoices will be sent with each order, emailed on request. 

Other Billing Instructions ____________________________________________ 

 

Billing Address _____________________________________________________ 

 

Accounting Contact _________________________________________________ 

Email____________________________________  Phone # _________________ 

 

Credit Card #_____________________________  CC Type _________________ 

Expiration Date ___________________________  SSC ______  Zip __________ 

 

 



 
 

Dear new Avalon customer, 

 

Thank you again for partnering with Avalon. Below are a few basics for the 

ordering process. Please let us know if you have any questions. 

 

All orders, changes to pars, or cancelations must be placed 2 days before 

the order is needed by 11am. This ensures that we can get you the product 

you need and adhere to our quality and freshness standards. 

 

Please email all orders to wholesale@avalonbreads.net. You are more 

than welcome to also CC the wholesale manager Jacob Schott at 

jschott@avalonbreads.net. We all work together to make sure all orders are 

processed in a timely manner. You may also place orders by calling our 

Bakehouse at 313-308-0150. If no one is in office at the time the extension 

for orders is 105. 

 

All customers who require delivery services must meet our $120 daily order 

or $600 weekly minimum. Customers that do not meet this minimum are 

still able to place wholesale orders but will have to pick them up at our 

Avalon flagship store on Willis. There is an additional $2 fuel surcharge for 

all deliveries. 

 

Thanks from the wholesale team; Jackie, Jacob, Daronda! 

 

Customer Name _______________________________  Date _________ 

 

Signature ____________________________________ 
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Avalon Staff Contact Sheet – We got your back! 

 

Wholesale Desk - orders, invoices, credits, par adjustments  

(313) 308-0150  Ext:105 

wholesale@avalonbreads.net 

 

Wholesale Support  

Jacob Schott:  Wholesales Manager 

(313) 308-0150  Ext:106 

jschott@avalonbreads.net 

 

Locations 
Avalon Bakehouse (Pick-up location, M-F only) 

4731 Bellevue 

Detroit, MI 48207 

 

Avalon Flagship Café (Pick-up location T-Sat only) 

422 W. Willis 

Detroit, MI 48201 

 

Avalon Café and Kitchen (Pick-up location M-Sun) 

120 E. Liberty 

Ann Arbor, MI 

 

 

 


